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placed three hundred dragoons, with orders to lie flat
on their faces till the enemy had passed the bridge,
and to let fly among them as soon as our trumpets
sounded a charge. Nobody but colonel Sandys
would have been caught in such a snare; for he
might easily have seen, that, when he was over the
bridge, there was not room enough for him to fight
in; but "The Lord of Hosts" was so much in their
mouths, for that was the word for that day, that
they took little heed how to conduct the host of the
Lord to their own advantage.
As we expected, they appeared, beat our dra-
goons from the bridge, and passed it; we stood firm
in one line with a reserve, and expected a charge;
but colonel Sandys showing a great deal more judg-
ment than we thought he was master of, extends
himself to the left, finding the ground too straight,
and began to form his men with a great deal of
readiness and skill; for by this time he saw our
number was greater than he expected ; the prince
perceiving it, and foreseeing that the stratagem of
the dragoons would be frustrated by this, imme-
diately charges with the horse, and the dragoons at
the same time standing upon their feet, poured in
their shot upon those that were passing the bridge;
this surprise put them into such disorder, that we
had but little work with them; for though colonel
Sandys, with the troops next him, sustained the
shock very well, and behaved themselves gallantly
enough, yet the confusion beginning in their rear,
those that had not yet passed the bridge were kept
back by the fire of the dragoons, and the rest were
easily cut in pieces. Colonel Sandys was mortally
wounded and taken prisoner, and the crowd was so
great to get back, that many pushed into the water,
and were rather smothered than drowned. Some
of them who never came into the fight, were so

